MODULE SIX OF LIVING IN THE GIFT/ THE LOW INCOME 'MILLIONAIRE'
www.livinginthegift.com
List of links and reading suggestions:
PART ONE VIDEO
The World Doctors Alliance and the World Freedom Alliance – English-speaking
section here – website
The Free and Healthy Children International homeopathy website and
membership programme
The Modern Immune System – video with Dr. Shiva Ayyadurai
The Germ Theory Hoax - video interview
Questioning Covid – 'Clinicians, Researchers, & Health Experts from Around the
World Interrogating the Mainstream Narrative Around the Pandemic' - website
library of videos, podcasts, etc, that covers the main areas in which the Plandemic
has been taking us all for a merry ride – a key research source
The Plandemic documentaries: One (interview with Judy Mikovits) and Two
(exposure of the origins of recent v a c c i n e history; its corruption and
manipulation of living men and women's health) – an essential introduction to why
we should be extremely wary of modern medicine as a whole
How Bill Gates Monopolised World Health – just the fact that one person alone is
deeply invested in medicalising life, and has such a powerful financial influence
around the globe – just that fact in itself should make us question e v e r y t h i n g
Robert and the Observation Deck – on the nano-technology and v a c c i n e
agenda (I mistakingly referred to him as Richard in my part 2 video!)
Dr Andrew Kaufman – video on the nature of health, and the pathology of
scientific materialism
Video by Dr Mellisa Sell, on dismantling the conventional medical paradigm (that is
doing so much harm to human health) – including explanation of Germanic New
Medicine (I misnamed this in my video part 1 as Modern German Theory or
similar!). Dr Sell's explanations resonate with homeopathic, holistic and natural
approaches, and dispell our flawed collective presumption about contamination
and viruses
The Android Privacy course – which gives a solid background education in what is
actually being surveilled and mined from your portable technology
Surveillance Capitalism – video documentary with Harvard professor Shoshana

Zuboff
Orgasmic Birth – book and film by Elizabeth Davis and Debra Pascali-Bonaro
Childbirth Without Fear – book by Grantly Dick-Read
Primal Health and Birth & Breastfeeding - books by Michel Odent, who also runs the
Primal Health Research Databank
Kim Anami's work and podcast
Free Birth - Yolanda Norris Clark's podcasts and work
PART TWO VIDEO
Tom Barnett Interview with 'The Godfather of True Law', Equity, Suveran, The
Remedy for Oppression – video - a great starting point in the journey down the
rabbit hole of how we're held in slavery through our 'legal' status ; who we think we
are on paper is profoundly distorting our sense of reality
The Strawman – video – a brief introduction to the concept
The Servant King – website – further information on your fictitious identity, and what
you can do about it
The Common Law Court – website and membership – one level of stepping out of
the system and into more natural, ethical reality: "reclaiming our rights and lawful
remedy" – a good place to start understanding the language of our freedom
Solutions Empowerment – website and membership – an empowering platform of
collective freeing ourselves from slavery, using lawful remedies and simple
conditional consent processes – this has some cross-overs with Robert's work via
the Observation Deck (Youtube channel mentioned above), and is a solid place
to begin getting educated on our true living men and living women natural 'rights'
The Lien Machine – ebook - "A simple and effective remedy for any incursion on
your personal freedoms and liberties" by Robert of The Observation Deck
Reclaim Your Lives – website and membership – health sovereighnty, civil liberties,
freedom of speech; a dense, active knowledge hub and an integrated healthmind-spirit community
I use alternative browser Brave, search engine Qwant and occasionally Tor and
Duckduck Go, also alternative social media channels Hive.blog (which rewards
you in crypto currency and doesn't censor!) and Mewe. And of course Patreon,
are also relatively non-censoring.
I highly recommend getting off mainstream emailing service and onto something

like Protonmail, and to unlink all your Apps from mainstream profiles like Google.
Alternative media channels like Bitchute and Brand New Tube are profoundly
important sources for real information these days
Stop Medical Discrimination petition online
Black's Law Dictionary – book – early editions (up to around edition 4); this link is a
download page for the 2nd edition – know your terminology, and how language
traps us in a limiting and disempowering world instead of liberating us into the
immense freedom of our birthright
I M Power Love Absolute – website – delving deeper into the remedy for aligning
spirit, true identity and sovereignty as a living woman or man. Read here about the
OPPT (the One People's Public Trust) and Heather Tucci etc's work to liberate
humanity from slavery. Extensive research and documentation to download.
My Patreon is where I'll be livestreaming from early 2021, delving deep into the
deep intuitive, and sharing how the primal activities of drawng and painting can
liberate our holistic consciousness, aligning us with Gift in the most direct and
profound way, which then radiates out into every area of our Blessed Life
The PCR Deception film via the Conscious Resistance Network website, which
eloquently unfolds the false science of the PCR tests
Birth Without Violence - book by Frèdèrick LeBoyer
Steaming 101 – a video introduction to pelvic steaming; the use of herbs and
steam to cure all manner of pelvic, womb and genital issues/ imbalance.
Steaming is a primal modality that has been used in all areas of the planet from
the beginning of time, to support the female and male body to relign, by healing
itself to wholeness – applying herbal medicine directly into the core of the bodymind-spirit, and relaxing the lower torso from its tension-infused habits
The emergency C o v i d or plandemic directives have been overturned in many
countries: they're generally understood, by those aware of the law, to be unlawful;
they contravene multifarious national/ international accords and treaties, they
violate human rights and country constitutions, they are fundamentally against
health and wellbeing, and are (coincidentally?!) precisely the techniques used by
authoritarian governments/ dictators to oppress populations. Look up legal and
professional movements in your own country, and recognise where there are
collectives of folks inspiring common sense and wholesome peaceful resistance,
rather than unconsciously consenting to their own oppression – it seems at first that
we're isolated, but the deeper and wider we look, the clearer it is that we're
waking up together.
Solutions Empowerment again have webinar and course material within their
membership site, on standing your ground when being confronted by aggressive
authorities challenging your most integral rights. Remember this: "Every Man is

independent of all laws except those prescribed by nature. He is not bound by
any institution formed by his fellow Men without his consent. Cruden V Neale ZNC
338 May Term 1796 " - and see multifarious other useful freeby documents via this
page on the S.E. website.
Noi è Io Sono – sito italiano sulla nostra sacra, legale e integrale sovranità
Quarta Attenzione – sito italiano sulla libertà profonda
The Will and The Word of I – the statement of the irrefutable I, the etermal essence
and The Divine Will is part of our necessary remedy for all that is manipulated in us
and around us. This is a link to the work of Healther Tucci – there are myriad
versions of statements like this being declared by millions of living souls around the
world right now: a Divine Living Will that effectively overrides or makes null and
void the fictitious/ bureacratic reality that we've unconsciously contracted into by
participating in 'modern life'. Just reading documents like this can help lift the spell,
and get us on a path towards individual and collective sovreignty
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